Family
An American Story
Animal Farm
Annie’s Point
Back When We Were Grownups
Beyond the Blackboard
The Blackwater Lightship
The Boys Next Door
Breathing Lessons
Candles on Bay Street
A Christmas Carol
A Christmas Carol: The Musical
Christmas in Canaan
The Colt
The Courageous Heart of Irena Sendler
Crossroads: A Story of Forgiveness
Decoration Day
Dinotopia
Dinotopia: Quest of Ruby Sunstone
A Dog Named Christmas
Earthsea
Every Second Counts
Fallen Angel
La Femme Musketeer
Fielder’s Choice
Foxfire
Gulliver’s Travels
Hans Christian Andersen: My Life As a …
Harvest of Fire
Hidden Places
In from the Night
In the Beginning: From Creation to the Commandments
Jason and the Argonauts
Little John

The Long Shot: Believe in Courage
The Lost Child
The Lost Valentine
Love Comes Softery Series
• Love Comes Softly
• Love’s Enduring Promise
• Love’s Long Journey
• Love’s Abounding Joy
• Loves Unending Legacy
• Love’s Unfolding Dream
• Love Takes Wing
• Love Finds a Home
• Loves Everlasting Courage
The Magic of Ordinary Days
The Magical Legend of the Leprechauns
Merlin
Merlin’s Apprentice
Mr. St. Nick
Mrs. Miracle
Mrs. Washington Goes to Smith
Mysterious Island
O Pioneers!
The Piano Lesson
Pictures of Hollis Woods
Plainsong
Promise
The Return of the Native
Riding the Bus with My Sister
Rose Hill
The Runaway
The Russell Girl
Sarah, Plain and Tall
Sarah, Plain and Tall: Skylark
Sarah, Plain and Tall: Winter’s End
The Secret Garden
A Season for Miracles
The Shell Seekers
Silver Bells
To Dance with the White Dog
The Valley of Light
The Water Is Wide
Adult

After Shock: Earthquake in New York
Blackbeard
Brush with Fate
Children of Dune
Cupid and Cate
The Five People You Meet in Heaven
Follow the Stars Home
The Gambler, the Girl, and the Gunslinger
Gideon’s Trumpet
Gone but Not Forgotten
In Love and War
The Incident
The Incident in a Small Town
The Infinite Worlds of H.G. Wells
Johnson County War
King Solomon’s Mines
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow: The
Headless Horseman Rides Again
The Lion in Winter
The Locket
The Lost Empire
Mama Flora’s Family
Murder without Conviction
Mystery Woman
My Sister’s Keeper
The Note
The Note II: Taking a Chance on Love
A Painted House
Reversible Errors
Scarlett
Seventh Stream
Sweet Nothing in My Ear
Summer’s End
Thicker Than Water
We Were the Mulvaneys
What the Deaf Man Heard
When Love is not enough: The Lois Wilson Story